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This paper presents an essentially simple and direct method to prove the
regularizing properties of the collision gain term in the first equation of the
Boltzmann hierarchy. Some corollaries of the main results of this paper are given
to improve the previous results on the regularity of the gain term in the Boltzmann
equation. An extension of a new fundamental result concerning separated variable
kernels is also given to some general kernels. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
As a mathematical model of the kinetic theory of gases, the Boltzmann
equation,
­
f q ¨ ? = f s Q f , f , B .  .x­ t
describes the time]space evolution of the one-particle distribution func-
 . tion f x, ¨ , t complemented with appropriate initial and boundary condi-
. w . N N  .tion of time t g 0, ` , position x g V ; R , and velocity ¨ g R N G 2
for a simple monatomic gas of identical particles. The right-hand side of
 .Eq. B is the so-called collision term, which describes the rate of change
 . q .of f due to a binary collision and takes the form Q f , g s Q f , g y
y .Q f , g , where
Qq f , g ¨ .  .
s B ¨ y ¨#, v f ¨ 9 g ¨#X dv d¨# gain term , .  .  .  .HH
N Ny1R =S
1.1 .
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 : X  : Ny1¨ 9 s ¨ y ¨ y ¨#, v v , ¨# s ¨# q ¨ y ¨#, v v , v g S ,
Qy f , g ¨ .  .
s f ¨ B ¨ y ¨#, v dv g ¨# d¨# loss term . 1.2 .  .  .  .  .H H
N Ny1R S
 .  .   .  ..Of course, in Eq. B , Q f , f means Q f x, ? , t , f x, ? , t . In these
 .expressions, the collision kernel B z, v is a given nonnegative Borel
< < < : <function of z and z, v only:
< < < <y1 < : <B z , v s b z , u , u s arccos z z , v . 1.3 .  .  . .
N ’ : < <  :Here x, y s x ? y denotes the inner product in R , x s x , x . For
 .investigating Eq. B , we usually adopt an assumption of angular cutoff:
1  N Ny1.  w x.B g L R = S see 7, 3, 12 . For inverse power potentials, B takesloc
the form
< < bB z , v s z b u , yN - b F 1. 1.4 .  .  .
 . .Ny2In this case, the angular cutoff assumption is equivalent to b u sin u
1 .  .g L 0, pr2 , which includes the hard sphere model b u s cos u , b s 1.
y .  .Compared with the loss term Q f , g , the gain term 1.1 has a compli-
cated structure, which appears to be hard to handle. However, in a recent
w x qwork Lions 8 first found that the gain operator Q possesses a remark-
able advantage in regularity. This advantage is summarized in the follow-
ing theorem.
w x  .  < < .  .THEOREM L 8 . Assume that B z, v s b z , u satisfy b r, u g
` .  .. w `C 0, ` = 0, pr2 C functions with compact supports contained inc
 .  .x 2 N . 1 N .0, ` = 0, pr2 , and let f g L R and g g L R . Then
5 q 5 Ny1.r2 N 5 q 5 Ny1.r2 N 5 5 2 N 5 5 1 NQ f , g , Q g , f F C f g .  .H R . H R . L R . L R .
for some C ) 0 independent of f , g.
s N .  .Here and below H R denotes for instance, for s G 0 the usual
Sobolev space
s2 2 22 N n
s N5 5 < < < <f g L R ¬ f s 1 q j f j dj - ` .  . .H R . H 5NR
n n .  . yi j , ¨:Nand denotes the Fourier transform f j s H f ¨ e d¨ .R
w xTheorem L and its extension 8 are very useful for investigating kinetic
w x w xequations; some applications have been given in 8]10 and 13 . The proof
w x  . qin 8 for Theorem L is based on 1 the bilinear form of Q , that is, for a
1 N . 1 2 2 N . 2 N .fixed g g L R , consider the linear operators Q , Q : L R ª L Rg g
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1 . q . 2 . q .  .given by Q f s Q f , g and Q f s Q g, f ; 2 an observation thatg g
the adjoint operators of Q1 , Q2 have a similar structure of the typeg g
``generalized Radon transforms'' thanks to the specific nature of the
.  .collision geometry ; and 3 the method of stationary phase and some facts
w xfrom the theory of Fourier integral operators. Although the proof in 8 is
very complicated, it contains some generality. For instance, following
Lions' approach and combining an analysis on the collision geometry in
w xthe relativistic situation, Andreasson 1 extended Theorem L to the gain
term in the relativistic Boltzmann equation. Note that in Theorem L the
 .condition on collision kernels does not contain say the hard sphere
 . w xmodel b r, u s r cos u . Of course, if we follow the method in 8 we may
obtain the corresponding result for functions f , g which belong to some
spaces smaller than L1 or L2, but the proof still will be complicated. The
w xfirst simpler proof of Theorem L was given by Wennberg 13 via Carle-
man's representation and weighted Radon transforms, which were also
used to prove the following generalization of Theorem L:
w x .  .THEOREM W 13 , N s 3 . Let the kernel B in 1.1 be gi¨ en as
bb< <B s ¨ y ¨# cos u F u , ¨ 9 , .  .
< <y1 < : <u s arccos ¨ y ¨# ¨ y ¨#, v .
w xand assume that 1r2 - b F 1 and F is smooth and bounded on 0, pr2 =
N 1 3. p 3.  . 1 3.R . Let f g L R l L R with p ) 6r 2b y 1 and g g L R l1 1 1
2 3.L R . Then1
5 q 5 1 3 5 5 1 3 5 5 p 3 5 5 1 3 5 5 2 3Q f , g F C f q f R g q g . .  .  .H R . L R . L L R . L R . .1 1 11
p n. p 5 5 p nHere L R denotes the weighted L -space with the norm f :L R .k k
k pr2p p 2
p n5 5 < < < <f s f ¨ 1 q ¨ d¨ - `, k G 0, p G 1. 1.5 .  . .L R . Hk nR
 .The condition on F contains the hard sphere model b s 1, F ' 1 and
 .  .  . .ybthe inverse power potential laws 1.4 : F u , ¨ 9 s b u cos u provided
 . .yb  . w xthat b u cos u b ) 1r2 is smooth on 0, pr2 . Note that the restric-
 .  .tion b ) 1r2 for 1.4 corresponds to very hard potentials.
In this paper we give an essentially different and direct method to study
the regularity of the gain term. In fact, instead of the gain operator Qq, we
consider a general gain operator G given by
G F ¨ s B ¨ y ¨#, v F ¨ 9, ¨#X dv d¨#. 1.6 .  .  .  .  .HH
N Ny1R =S
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w  .  .  .xOf course when F s f m g i.e., F ¨ , ¨# s f ¨ g ¨# we go back to the
q .  .gain term Q f , g s G f m g . You may have just noted that such
w xtreatment on the gain terms is also considered in a recent paper 2 by
w x  .Bouchut and Desvillettes 2 see Section 5 herein for details . From the
derivation of the Boltzmann equation, we see that this gain operator G
comes in fact from the first equation of the Boltzmann hierarchy:
­
f q ¨ ? = fx­ t
s B ¨ y ¨#, v .HH
N Ny1R =S
X= F x , ¨ 9, x#, ¨#, t y F x , ¨ , x#, ¨#, t dv d¨#, .  . x#sx
 .where f x, ¨ , t is the one particle distribution function and
 . F x, ¨ , x#, ¨#, t is the two particles distribution function see, for in-
w x  ..stance, 4]6 for the hard sphere model N s 3 . This equation together
w with the assumption of molecular chaos which implies that F x, ¨ ,
.  .  .x  .x#, ¨#, t s f x, ¨ , t f x#, ¨#, t then lead to Eq. B . Thus the gain
operator G is more fundamental than the gain operator Qq in the kinetic
theory of gases. It should be noted that since the previous methods above
rely on the bilinear form of Qq, they do not work on G.
In Section 2 we give a general result on the Fourier transform of the
 .  .gain term G F . By this result our investigation for the regularity of G F
  < <..y1is reduced to the estimation of the decay rate of a function M jr
which is independent of F. In Section 3 we give some decay estimates on
this function with two kinds of angular cutoff conditions. Then we prove in
 . q .Section 4 the regularity of G F and give several corollaries for Q f , g .
In Section 5, we first describe the similarities and differences between our
w xresults and those by Bouchut and Desvillettes 2 . Then we present a
w xsimple method to extend a fundamental result of 2 concerning the case of
w  < <.  .xseparated variables i.e., the collision kernel B is given as a z b u to the
 .case of some general kernels 1.3 .
 .n .2. A GENERAL RESULT ON G F j
 .  .For the kernel B in 1.3 which is now not necessarily nonnegative we
 .  < <.will use in this paper a function A r defined by A z s
<  . <Ny 1H B z, v dv, i.e.,S
pr2 Ny2Ny2< < < <A r s 2 S b r , u sin u du , 2.1 .  .  .  .H
0
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< n < n nq1 where S denotes the area of the unit spheres S ; R when n s 0 we
< 0 < .  .  .define S s 2 . For any measurable function w r G 0 in 0, ` we define
p N N .  .a weighted space L R = R , w 1 F p - ` by
p N N 5 5 p N NpF g L R = R , w m F . L R =R , w .
< < p < <s F ¨ , ¨# w ¨ y¨# d¨ d¨#-`. .  .HH
N NR =R
2.2 .
For p s 1, 2, such weighted spaces are often used in this paper with
 .different weights w r . To unify our proofs we always assume N G 3, but
the frame used is applicable to N s 2.
 .THEOREM 1. Assume that A r - ` for all r ) 0.
 . 1 N N .  . 1 N . 5  .5 1 Ni If F g L R = R , A , then G F g L R , G F FL R .
5 5 1 N NF andL R =R , A.
n n NG F j s K z , j F (V j dz , j g R , 2.3 .  .  .  .  .  .H z
NR
where
1 : :  :K z , j s B z , v exp yi z , v j , v y z , j dv , 2.4 .  .  . . .H 2
Ny1S
V ¨ s ¨ y zr2, ¨ q zr2 , i .e., .  .z
F (V ¨ s F ¨ y zr2, ¨ q zr2 . .  .  .z
 .  . < < < < < <ii The kernel K z, j is actually a function of z , z j , and
 :  < < < <.z, j r z j only,
 :z , j
< < < < < <K z , j s K b z , ? z j , , 2.5 .  .  . /< < < <z j
w .  . .Ny2 1 .where for any function h on 0, pr2 satisfying h u sin u g L 0, pr2 ,
11  .Ny3 r22w x w xK h s, t s a J h t , t 1 y t exp yi st dt , 2.6 .  .  .  .HN  /2y1
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w x 2yN < Ny3 <s g R, t g y1, 1 , a s 2 S ;N
p Ny3 1 2 2’ ’Äw xJ h t , t s sin f h arccos t t q 1 y t 1 y t cos f df , .  .  .H  /2
0
2.7 .
Ä Ny2w x  .  .  . w .t , t g y1, 1 . Here h u s h u r cos u , u g 0, pr2 .
 .  .  . w .iii For any measurable function r r ) 0 on 0, ` define M : 0, `r
w xª 0, ` by
y1dz2 N< < < <M j s K z , j , j g R . 2.8 .  . . Hr
N < <r z .R
  .  < <.As usual, if for some j the integral in 2.8 is 0 or `, we define M j s `r
. 1 N N . 2 N N .or 0, respecti¨ ely. Then for all F g L R = R , A l L R = R , r ,
n N2 2
2 N N< < < < 5 5M j G F j dj F 2p F . 2.9 .  .  .  . .H L R =R , r .r
NR
 .  .iv If r r ) 0 satisfies
` dr2Ny1 Ny1< <D ' S r A r - `, 2.10 .  .Hr r r .0
2 N N . 2 N .  .then the operator G is bounded from L R = R , r into L R , and 2.9
2 N N .still holds for all F g L R = R , r . Moreo¨er we ha¨e
< < < <1rD F M j ª ` as j ª `. 2.11 . .r r
To prove Theorem 1, we need two lemmas.
1 Ny1. Ny1LEMMA 1. Let g g L S and s g S . Then
p Ny2 Hg v dv s sin u g cos us q sin uv d v du , .  .  .H H H
Ny1 Ny2 .S 0 S s
Ny2 .  Ny1 < 4 Hwhere S s s v g S v H s and d v denotes the Lebesgue sphere
Ny2 .measure on S s .
Proof. Use coordinate rotation and the Fubini theorem.
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 . .Ny2 1 .LEMMA 2. Assume that h u sin u g L 0, pr2 . Let s g R and
s , z g S Ny1. Then
 :w xK h s, s , z .
< : <s h arccos s , v . .H
Ny1S
1
 : :  := exp yi s s , v z , v y s , z dv , 2.12 . / /2
pr2 Ny2Ny2< <w x w xK h 0, t s 2 S h u sin u du ;t g y1, 1 , 2.13 .  .  .  .H
0
w x .  .  .where K h ?, ? is defined in 2.6 and 2.7 .
 .  .Proof. Let I s, s , z be the right-hand side of 2.12 and denote
1s .  .  .  .H t s h arccos t and E t s exp yi st . Then by Lemma 1 we have2
 : s   : :I s, s , z s 2 H s , v 1 E z , 2 s , v v y s dv .  .  .H s , v :G 0
Ny1S
pr2 Ny2s 2 sin u H cos u .  .H
0
s  : H= E z , cos 2us q sin 2uv d v du .H
Ny2 .S s
p Ny22yN Äs 2 sin u H cos u .  .H
0
s  : H= E z , cos us q sin uv d v du .H
Ny2 .S s
2yN Ä s :  :s 2 H s , v E z , v dv , .  .H
Ny1S
Ny2Ä .  .  .  x’ ’where H t s H 1 q t r2 r 1 q t r2 , t g y1, 1 . Using .  .
Lemma 1 again we obtain
p Ny22yN sI s, s , z s 2 sin u E cos u .  .  .H
0
Ä H :  := H s , z cos u q s , v sin u d v du . 2.14 . .H
Ny2 .S z
2 Ny1<  : <  :’Since s y s , z z s 1 y s , z we have, for some u g S ,
 :   : :s , v s s y s , z z , v
2 Ny2 :  :’s 1 y s , z u , v ;v g S z . .
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1Ä Ä .  .  xAlso, it is easily checked that H t s h arccos t , t g y1, 1 . Thus the2
 . w  .xinner integral in 2.14 is equal to by 2.7
p Ny3 2Ny3 Ä< <  :  :’S sin f H s , z cos u q 1 y s , z sin u cos f df .H  /
0
< Ny3 <  :w xs S J h s , z , cos u . .
 .  .  .This together with 2.14 yield 2.12 . Equality 2.13 is obvious.
Proof of Theorem 1. First of all we know from the collision relation
 . Ny1  .  X .1.2 that for any fixed v g S the map ¨ , ¨# ¬ ¨ 9, ¨# is an
orthogonal linear transform and satisfies
< X X < < < < X : < < : <¨ y ¨# s ¨ y ¨# , ¨ 9 y ¨#, v s ¨ y ¨#, v .
 . < < < : <  .Since B ¨ y ¨#, v depends only on ¨ y ¨# and ¨ y ¨#, v , part i
 .follows from the Fubini theorem and simple changes of variables. Part ii
 .  < < . is a consequence of Lemma 2 by letting h u s b z , u for any fixed
1. < < < < < <  . w  .xz / 0 , s s jr j , and s s z j . Part iii i.e. 2.9 is easily derived by2
first using the Cauchy]Schwarz inequality to obtain
dz2n n2 2< < < < < <G F j F K z , j r z F (V j dz , .  .  .  .  .  .H H z
N N< <r z .R R
 .which implies recall that ` ? 0 s 0
n n2 2< < < < < < < <M j G F j F r z F (V j dz , .  .  .  .  . . Hr z
NR
and then using the Fubini theorem and the Plancherel theorem.
 . qNow we prove part iv . Consider the positive operator G defined by
< <  . 2 N N .the substitution of B for B in 1.6 . Let F g L R = R , r . For any
2 N .nonnegative c g L R we have, by the Fubini]Tonelli theorem and the
 .  X .properties of ¨ , ¨# and ¨ 9, ¨# mentioned above,
q < <G F ¨ c ¨ d¨ .  .  .H
NR
< < < <s F ¨ , ¨# B ¨ y ¨#, v c ¨ 9 dv d¨ d¨# .  .  .HH H /N N Ny1R =R S
1
2 N N5 5F F L R =R , r . HH
N N < <r ¨ y ¨# .R =R
1r22
< <= B ¨ y ¨#, v c ¨ 9 dv d¨ d¨# . 2.15 .  .  .H /Ny1S
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 < <. <  . < w  < <.x2  < <.4Ny 1 NSince A z s H B z, v dv and D s H A z rr z dz,S r R
 . the last integral in 2.15 is less than or equal to by Cauchy]Schwarz in-
.equality
< <A ¨ y ¨# . 2< <B ¨ y ¨#, v c ¨ 9 dv d¨ d¨# .  .HH H
N N Ny1< <r ¨ y ¨# .R =R S
< <A ¨ y ¨# . 2< <s dv B ¨ y ¨#, v c ¨ d¨ d¨# .  .H HH
Ny1 N N < <r ¨ y ¨# .S R =R
2< <A ¨ y ¨# . 2 2
2 N5 5s c ¨ d¨ d¨# s D c . .HH L R .r
N N < <r ¨ y ¨# .R =R
q < <.  . 2 N .Thus G F and therefore G F belong to g L R and
2 N 2 N N5 5 5 5G F F D F . . ’L R . L R =R , r .r
 .  . 2 2Next, let F ¨ , ¨# s F ¨ , ¨# 1 . Then it is easily shown thatn <¨ < q <¨#< F n
1 N N . 2 N N .  .F g L R = R , A l L R = R , r and so 2.9 holds for all F .n n
 < <.   < <. 4  .Denote, for each k G 1, M j s min M j , k . Then, since G F gr, k r
2 N . < < < <L R and F F F ,n
1r2
n 2< < < <M j G F j dj .  . .H r , k
NR
1r2
n 2< < < <F M j G F y F j dj .  . .H r , k n
NR
Nr2
2 N N5 5q 2p F . L R =R , r .n
Nr2 Nr2’ 2 N N 2 N N5 5 5 5F k 2p D F y F q 2p F . .  .’ L R =R , r . L R =R , r .r n
 .Therefore, first letting n ª ` and then letting k ª ` we obtain 2.9 by
 .Fatou's lemma. Finally we prove 2.11 . This is equivalent to showing that
dzy1 2< < < < < <M j s K z , j ª 0 as j ª `. 2.16 .  . . Hr
N < <r z .R
 . Ny1  .  .Let 1 s 1, 0, . . . , 0 g S . By representations 2.5 ] 2.7 , Lemma 2, and
 .2.1 we have
`dz dr2 2Ny1< < < < <  : <K z , j s ds r K b r , ? r j , s , 1 .  .  .H H H




< < <  : <K b r , ? r j , s , 1 .  .
1  .Ny3 r22< <  :F a J b r , ? s , 1 , t 1 y t dt .  .  .HN
y1
pr2 Ny2Ny2< <  : < < < <s K b r , ? 0, s , 1 s 2 S b r , u sin u du .  .  .  .H
0
s A r - ` ; r ) 0. 2.18 .  .
 .  .2.18 together with the integral representation 2.6 and the Riemann]
Lebesgue lemma imply that for any r ) 0 and any s g S Ny1,
< <  : < <K b r , ? r j , s , 1 ª 0 as j ª `. 2.19 .  . .
 .In addition, 2.18 also shows that the integrand in the right-hand side of
 . Ny1w  .x2  . 1 .2.17 is dominated by the function r A r rr r g L 0, ` . There-
 .  .  .fore 2.14 follows from 2.17 , 2.19 , and the Lebesgue dominated conver-
gence theorem.
 .Theorem 1 shows that the regularity of the gain term G F is deter-
 .mined by the decay rate of the function in 2.16 . An immediate applica-
 < < . < <tion of this theorem is for the hard sphere model b z , u s z cos u with
w  < < .x . < <  .N s 3. In this case we have J b z , ? t , t ' p z and so by 2.5 and
 .2.6 we obtain
1 < < < <sin z j .2
K z , j s 4p . 2.20 .  .
< <j
 .  2 .k  .If we choose r r s 1 q r with k ) 5r2, then, since A r s 2p r, the
 .  .condition 2.10 for N s 3 is satisfied. Thus by 2.20 we get for some
C s C - `,k
dz y12 2< < < <K z , j F C 1 q j , i.e., .  .H
3 < <r z .R
< < 2 < < 31 q j F CM j , j g R . .r
2 3 3 . 5  .5 1 3 5 5 2 3 3Therefore if F g L R = R , r , then G F F C F .H R . L R =R , r .
 .We end this section with two facts from Theorem 1 that will be used
later.
 .  .  .1 Because of the condition A r - ` ; r ) 0 , the function
 .  .  .K z, j in 2.4 is well defined and so the integrals in 2.17 make sense
 .  .and the equality 2.17 holds for all positive measurable functions r r .
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 . 1 N N . 2 N N .2 If F g L R = R , A l L R = R , r , then the inequalities
<  .n . < 5 5 1 N N  .G F j F F and 2.9 imply thatL R =R , A.
n 2< < < <1 q M j 1 G F j dj .  . . .H < j < F1 r < j < )1
NR
2
1 N N 2 N N5 5 5 5F C F q F . 2.21 . .L R =R , A. L R =R , r .N
w  < <.xy13. DECAY ESTIMATES FOR M jr
 .Under some angular cutoff conditions on B z, v we will give decay
 .estimates for the function in 2.16 . Throughout this section the finite
constants C depend only on the kernel B, dimension N, and the given
weight r ; the constants C depend only on k.k
 .  < <.  .  .  .PROPOSITION 1. Let B z, v s a z b u , where a r and b u satisfy
 .  .that for some positi¨ e function r r on 0, ` and some constant 1 - p - 2,
 .pr 2yp2Ny1 < <` r a r .
dr - `,H  /r r .0
3.1 .
p< <b u .pr2 Ny2sin u du - `. .H  . .Ny2 py1
0 cos u .
Then
dz2 2r p.y2 N< < < <  4K z , j F C j , j g R _ 0 , 3.2 .  .H
N < <r z .R
with
 .2yp rp .pr 2yp2Ny1 < <` r a r .
C s C drHN  /r r .0
2rpp< <b u .pr2 Ny2
= sin u du . .H  . .Ny2 py1
0 cos u .
 .Proof. First we note that the second condition in 3.1 implies that
 . .Ny2 1 .  . b u sin u g L 0, pr2 so that K z, j makes sense. Let q s pr p
.  .  .  .  .  .y 1 ) 2 and p s pr 2 y p . Then 1rp q 2rq s 1 and 1rp q1 1
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 .  . w  .  .  .x1rq s 1. Using 2.17 with b r, u s a r b u and Holder inequality weÈ
have
dz2< <K z , j .H
N < <r z .R
Ny1 < < 2` r a r . 2< < <  : <w xs ds K b r j , s , 1 dr .H H








p5 5 <  : < < <w xs F ds K b r , s , 1 dr j , 3.3 .  .1L 0 , `.H H /Ny1S 0
 .  Ny1 <  . < 2 .  . p1 .where F r s r a r rr r g L 0, ` by assumption. Now, if we
define
 .Ny3 r22w x w xJ b t , t 1 y t s 0 for all t g R _ y1, 1 , .  .
 . w x  :.then by representation 2.6 the function r ¬ K b 2 r, s , 1 is the
w x : . 2 .Ny3.r2Fourier transform of the function t ¬ a J b s , 1 , t 1 y t .N
 w x.Therefore, applying the Hausdorff]Young inequality see, e.g., 11 ,
1rqn




q<  : <w xK b r , s , 1 dr .H /0
1rp
1  .Ny3 pr21rq p1r q 2<  : <w xF 2 2p a J b s , 1 , t 1 y t dt . .  .  .HN  /y1
3.4 .
 . <  . < p  .Ny2. py1. <  .  .Ny2 < pNext, if we set h u s b u r cos u , then b u r cos u
 .  .Ny2 w  .xs h u r cos u and by definition of J see 2.7 and Holder inequalityÈ
we have
prq
p Ny3p<  : <  :w x w xJ b s , 1 , t F sin f df J h s , 1 , t . .  .  .H /0
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 . w .xThis together with 2.6 and Lemma 2 2.13 imply that
1  .Ny3 pr2p 2<  : <w xJ b s , 1 , t 1 y t dt .  .H
y1
1  .Ny3 r22 :w xF p J h s , 1 , t 1 y t dt .  .H
y1
p
 :w xs K h 0, s , 1 .
aN
pr2 Ny2s C h u sin u du - `. 3.5 .  .  .HN
0
 .  .  .Therefore 3.2 follows from 3.3 ] 3.5 .
u vIn the following, we denote by y the least integer not less than y.
u . v  .PROPOSITION 2. Let m s N y 1 r2 . Assume that B z, v s
Ä Ny2 Ä < < . .  .b z , u cos u , where the function b r, u for any fixed r ) 0 is in
mw xC 0, pr2 and satisfies
k­Ä ÄA r ' max max b r , u - ` ; r ) 0. 3.6 .  .  .k­u0FkFm w xug 0, pr2
 .  . NThen for any measurable function r r ) 0 on 0, ` and for all j g R ,
dz2< <K z , j .H
N < <r z .R
` dr . 2y Ny1 r2  .Ny1 r22 2 Ä< <F C 1 q j 1 q r A r 3.7 .  .  . . HN r r .0
and
`dz dr22 yNq1 Ä< < < <K z , j F C j A r . 3.8 .  .  .H HN
N < <r z r r .  .R 0
To prove Proposition 2, we first prove three lemmas. If we only consid-
ered the case N s 3, these lemmas would not need to be introduced;
Proposition 2 can be proven directly.
w . kw xLEMMA 3. Let k be a positi¨ e integer, « g 0, 1 , and let w g C 0, p .
Then
ky1kd 1





5 5w s max max w u . .k , w a , b x jdu0FjFk w xug a , b
5 5 5 5Proof. Denote w s w . Letk k , w0, p x
2 2’ ’l s «r 1 y « , R t s tr 1 q t , .
 .  .  .and w u s drdu w u . Then1
d
w arccos « cos u s w arccos « cos u R l sin u , 3.10 .  .  .  . .  .1du
 .  .and so 3.9 holds for k s 1. Suppose that 3.9 holds for k F n. Let
nq1w x  .w g C 0, p . By 3.10 and the Leibniz rule we have
dnq1
w arccos « cos u . .nq1du
n
 .  .k nyks C w arccos « cos u R l sin u . 3.11 .  .  . . n , k 1
ks0
nw xSince w g C 0, p , we have, by inductive hypothesis,1
ky11 .k 5 5w arccos « cos u F C w , k s 1, . . . , n. . . k1 k 1 2 /’1 y «
3.12 .
 j. . On the other hand, it is easily shown that for any j G 1, R t s 1 q
2 .yjy1r2  .  j. .t P t , where P is a polynomial of degree j y 1. Thus R tjy1 jy1
is bounded on R and so one easily obtains that
j1 .jR l sin u F C , u g R, j G 0. 3.13 .  .j 2 /’1 y «
 .  .  .The estimates 3.12 and 3.13 then imply that 3.11 is bounded by
n ny11 1
5 5 5 5C w q C w0 nn 1 n 12 2 /  /’ ’1 y « 1 y «
n
1
5 5F C w .nq1nq1 2 /’1 y «
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u . v mw xLEMMA 4. Let k G 0 be an integer, m s k q 1 r2 , and w g C 0, p .
Define
p ki s cos uw xI w s s e sin u w u du , s g R. .  .  .Hk
0
Then
 .y kq1 r42< < 5 5w xI w s F C w 1 q s , s g R. .  .m , w0, p xk k
5 5 5 5Proof. Denote w s w . It suffices to show thatm m , w0, p x
y kq1.r25 5 < < < <w xI w s F C w s , s G 1. 3.14 .  .mk k
< <y1r2  .For k s 0, let d s s F 1 . We have
pyd i s cos u5 5w xI w s F C w d q e w u du . .  .0 H0 0
d
i s cos u  . i s cos u   . .Write e w u s e sin u w u rsin u . Then integration by parts
 .and the inequality sin d G 2rp d imply
pyd i s cos ue w u du .H
d
1 1 du 1pr2
5 5 5 5 5 5F C w q C w F C w .0 1 H 10 0 02< < < < < <s d s s dd sin u .
< w x . < 5 5 < <y1r2  .Thus I w s F C w s . For k s 1, 3.14 obviously holds. Sup-10 0
 .  . unq2.r2 vw xpose that 3.14 holds for k F n n G 1 . Let w g C 0, p . Then
integration by parts gives
1
w x w xI w s s I c s .  .nq1 ny1i s
 .  .  . u v u . vwhere c u s n cos u w u q sin u w9 u . Since nr2 q 1 s n q 2 r2 ,
it follows that
1 yn r2 ynq2.r25 5 < < 5 5 < <w xI w s F C c s F C w s . . u n r2 v unq2.r2 vnq1 ny1 nq1< <s
Ä Ny2 Ä m .  . . w xLEMMA 5. Let b u s b u cos u , b g C 0, pr2 , and m s
u . v  . w xN y 1 r2 N G 3 . Then for all s g R, t g y1, 1 ,
my 11  .y Ny1 r42Ä< < 5 5w xK b s, t F C b 1 q s . 3.15 .  .  .m , w0, p r2xN 2 /’1 y t
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w x w .  .xProof. By definition of K ? 2.6 and 2.7 we have
p 1 Ny2w x w xK b s, t s a exp yi s cos u sin u J b t , cos u du , .  .  .HN  /20
p Ny3 1Äw xJ b t , cos u s sin f b arccos « cos u y a df , .  .  . . .H 2
0
2 2 2 2’ .’where « s t q 1 y t cos f and a s arg t , 1 y t cos f . We .
< <  .can suppose that t - 1. For any fixed f g 0, p , since 0 F « - 1, the
1 mÄ   ...function u ¬ b arccos « cos u y a is of C on R and by Lemma 3 we2
 u . v .have for all k s 0, 1, . . . , m s N y 1 r2 F N y 2 and all u g R,
k­ 1 Ny3Äb arccos « cos u y a sin f .  . .k  /2­u
ky11 Ny3Ä5 5F C b sin f .k , w0, p r2xk 2 /’1 y «
my 11Ä5 5F C b .m , w0, p r2xN 2 /’1 y t
w x .Thus interchanging derivatives and integrals imply that J b t , cos u g
mw xC 0, p in u and
my 11Ä5 5 5 5w xJ b t , cos ? F C b . . m , w0, p x m , w0, p r2xN 2 /’1 y t
 .  .Therefore 3.15 follows from Lemma 4 with k s N y 2 and w u s
w x .J b t , cos u .
Proof of Proposition 2. By Lemma 5 we have for any r ) 0 and any
s g S Ny1,
2< <  :K b r , ? r j , s , 1 .  .
2 my2
1  .2 y Ny1 r222Ä5 5 < <F C b r , ? 1 q r j . .  . .m , w0, p r2xN 2 /’  :1 y s , 1
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Ä Ä . 5  .5  .Since A r s b r, ? and 2m F N, it follows from 2.17 thatm , w0, p r2x
dz2< <K z , j .H
N < <r z .R
2 my2
p 1Ny2F C sin u du .HN  /sin u0
` dr . 2y Ny1 r22Ny1 2 Ä< <= r 1 q r j A r . .H
r r .0
 .Ny1 r22
` r dr2Äs C A r , .HN 22 / r r< <  .1 q r j0
 .  . 2  2 < < 2 .  2 .  < < 2 .which implies 3.7 and 3.8 since r r 1 q r j F 1 q r r 1 q j .
 . q .4. REGULARITY OF G F AND Q f , g
 . w q .xIn this section the regularizing properties of G F therefore Q f , g
s N . are given in H R for weak angular cutoff condition with small s ) 0,
.  using Proposition 1 and for smooth angular cutoff condition with s s N
. . p p Ny 1 r2, using Proposition 2 , respectively. The weighted L -space L Rk
N .  .  .= R 1 F p - ` used below is defined according to 1.5 , i.e.,
k pr2p p 2 2
p N N5 5 < < < < < <F s F ¨ , ¨# 1 q ¨ q ¨# d¨ d¨# - `. .  .L R =R . HHk N NR =R
For such spaces, the following elementary inequalities are often used:
k2yk < <2 1 q ¨ y ¨# .
k2 2< < < <F 1 q ¨ q ¨# .
k k2 2 N< < < <F 1 q ¨ 1 q ¨# , ¨ , ¨# g R , k G 0. 4.1 . .  .
As in the above sections, all positive constants C that appear in this
section depend only on the kernels B, dimension N, and the given weights.
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 .  < <.  .  .  .THEOREM 2. Let B z, v s a z b u , where a r and b u satisfy
< < ya ba r F C# r q r , r g 0, ` ; .  .  .
4.2 .yg
< <b u F cos u , u g 0, pr2 , .  . .
for some constants C# - `, 0 F a - Nr2, b G 0, and 0 - g - 1. Let
 .k ) Nr2 q b. Then for any s satisfying
0 - s - min 1 y g r N y 1 , Nr2 y a , 4 .  .  .
2  N N . s N .the gain operator G is bounded from L R = R into H R :k
5 5 s N 5 5 2 N NG F F C F . 4.3 .  .H R . L R =R .k
2  N .Consequently, for all f , g g L R ,k
5 q 5 s N 5 5 2 N 5 5 2 NQ f , g F C f g . 4.4 .  .H R . L R . L R .k k
Remark. For the inverse k th power forces of interacting particles, the
 .  w x.function b u has a nonintegrable singularity at u s pr2 see 4, 12 :
 .  .y kq1 r ky1b u s O cos u , u ª pr2 3 - k - ` . .  .  .
 .The angular cutoff condition in 4.2 is referred to this model with
integrable singularity.
 .  2 .k  .Proof of Theorem 2. Let r r s 1 q r and p s 1r 1 y s . Then
 .  .  . .1 - p - 2, 1 y 1rp s s - Nr2 y a , and « [ N y 2 p y 1 q g p
- 1 so that we have
 .  .pr 2yp pr 2yp2Ny1 Ny1 y2 a 2 b< <` `r a r r r q r .  .
dr F C dr - `,H H k2 /  /r r .0 0 1 q r .
< < pb u .pr2 Ny2sin u du .H  . .Ny2 py1
0 cos u .
pr2 y« Ny2F cos u sin u du - `. .  .H
0
 . w .xThus the conditions in Proposition 1 3.1 hold. Moreover, since 3.1
 . .Ny2 1 .  .  ya b .b u sin u g L 0, pr2 , it follows that A r F C r q r and so
w <  . < 2  < <.xNthe function H K z, j rr z dz is bounded byR
` `
Ny1 y2 a 2 bdr r r q r .2Ny1 Ny1< <S r A r F C dr - `. .H H k2r r .0 0 1 q r .
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This together with Proposition 1 imply
dz ys s2 2 2< < < < < < < <K z , j F C 1 q j , i.e., 1 q j F CM j . .  . .  .H r
N < <r z .R
 .  .  .Therefore 4.3 and 4.4 follow from part iv of Theorem 1 and the
w  .xinequality by 4.1
k22 N N 2 N 2 N5 5 5 5 5 5f m g F f g r r s 1 q r . 4.5 .  .  .L R =R , r . L R . L R .k k
 .For general collision kernel 1.3 with smooth angular cutoff we have the
following theorem.
 .  < < .  .THEOREM 3. Assume that B z, v s b z , u with b r , u s
Ä Ny2 . .b r, u cos u satisfying the angular cutoff condition in Proposition 2. Let
Ä .  .  .  .A r and A r be defined in 2.1 and 3.6 , respecti¨ ely. Then we ha¨e
 .  .i If r r ) 0 satisfies
` dr2ÄA r - `, 4.6 .  .H
r r .0
1 N N . 2 N N .then for all F g L R = R , A l L R = R , r ,
5 5 Ny1.r2 N 5 5 1 N N 5 5 2 N NG F F C F q F . 4.7 .  . .H R . L R =R , A. L R =R , r .
 .  .ii If r r ) 0 satisfies
` dr2 .Ny1 r22 Ä1 q r A r - `, 4.8 .  .  .H
r r .0
2 N N .then for all F g L R = R , r ,
5 5 Ny1.r2 N 5 5 2 N NG F F C F . 4.9 .  .H R . L R =R , r .
 .  . w .xProof. i By condition 4.6 and Proposition 2 3.8 we have
 .Ny1 r22< < < <1 q j F C 1 q M j 1 . . .  .< j < F1 r < j < )1
 .  .Thus 4.7 follows from 2.21 .
 .  . w .xii The condition 4.8 and Proposition 2 3.7 imply the condition
 .2.10 and
 .Ny1 r22< < < <1 q j F CM j . . . r
 .  .Therefore 4.9 follows from part iv of Theorem 1.
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 .COROLLARY 1 TO THEOREM 3 r ' 1 . If the kernel B satisfies the
2 N N .condition in Theorem L, then G is bounded from L R = R into
Ny1.r2 N .H R :
5 5 Ny1.r2 N 5 5 2 N NG F F C F . . H R . L R =R .
2 N .Especially for all f , g g L R ,
5 q 5 Ny1.r2 N 5 5 2 N 5 5 2 NQ f , g F C f g . . H R . L R . L R .
q .Remark. In this corollary, the regularity of Q f , g involves only the
2 N .L R norm for f and g. In practice, the most important case is that
1 N . 2 N .f s g. In this case, Theorem L requires that f g L R l L R .
 .COROLLARY 2 TO THEOREM 3. Let B z, v be gi¨ en in Theorem 3.
Ä . w .xSuppose further that the function A r 3.6 satisfies
Ä ya bA r F C# r q r , r ) 0, 0 F a - 1r2, b G 0, 4.10 .  .  .
with constants C#, a , and b. Then we ha¨e
 .  . 2  N .i If k ) Nr2 q b , then for all f , g g L R ,k
5 q 5 Ny1.r2 N 5 5 2 N 5 5 2 NQ f , g F C f g . 4.11 .  .H R . L R . L R .k k
 .  . 1  N . 2  N .ii If k ) 1r2 q b , then for all f , g g L R l L R ,b k
5 q 5 Ny1.r2 NQ f , g . H R .
5 5 1 N 5 5 2 N 5 5 1 N 5 5 2 NF C f q f g q g . 4.12 . .  .L R . L R . L R . L R .b k b k
 .  2 .kProof. Choose r r s 1 q r .
 .  .  .i Let k ) Nr2 q b. By condition 4.10 we have
` dr2 .Ny1 r22 Ä1 q r A r .  .H
r r .0
 .ky Ny1 r2yb
` 11 y2 aF C r dr q C dr - `.H H 2 /1 q r0 1
 .  .  .Thus 4.11 follows from part ii of Theorem 3 and the inequality 4.5 .
 .  .ii Let k ) 1r2 q b. Then
kyb
` `dr 12 1 y2 aÄA r F C r dr q C dr - ` .H H H 2 /r r 1 q r .0 0 1
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 . 1  N . 2  N .and so by part i of Theorem 3 we have for all f , g g L R l L R ,b k
5 q 5 5 1 N N 5 5 2 N NNy1.r2 NQ f , g F C f m g q f m g . .  . . L R =R , A. L R =R , r .H R
4.13 .
Ä . w .x  . w .x  .Next, by definition of A r 2.1 and A r 3.6 and the condition 4.10
Ä ya b .  .  .we have A r F C A r F C r q r . This givesN
5 5 1 N Nf m g L R =R , A.
ya b< < < < < < < <F C f ¨ g ¨# ¨ y ¨# q ¨ y ¨# d¨# d¨ .  .  .H H
N NR R
1 N 2 N 1 N 1 N 1 N5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5F C f g q g q C f g ,L R . L R . L R . L R . L R .b b
 .  .  .which, together with 4.13 and 4.5 , yields 4.12 .
5. AN EXTENSION OF A NEW RESULT
In this section, we first compare our main results with those of Bouchut
w x w xand Desvillettes 2 . Then we extend a new fundamental result of 2
concerning the case of separated variable kernels to a general case. Let us
w xfirst introduce another representation of the gain operator G used in 2 :
Ä y1< < < <  :G F ¨ s B ¨ y ¨# , ¨ y ¨# ¨ y ¨#, v .  .  .HH
N Ny1R =S
< < < <¨ q ¨# ¨ y ¨# ¨ q ¨# ¨ y ¨#
= F y v , q v dv d¨ , /2 2 2 2
Ä .where the new kernel B r, t has the following relation with the original
 .  < < .kernel B z, v s b z , u :
b r , u .
2yN 2yNÄ ÄB r , cos 2u s 2 b r , u ' 2 , .  . Ny2 /cos u .
w xr ) 0, u g 0, pr2 .
Äw xFor the case N s 3, it is proved in 2 that if B is continuous on
 . w x0, ` = y1, 1 , admitting a continuous derivative in the second variable,
and satisfies for some constant K,
­Ä Ä< < w xB r , t q B r , t F K 1 q r on 0, ` = y1, 1 , .  .  .  .
­ t
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then for any k ) 3r2, there exists a constant C s C such that for allK , k
1 3. 2  3.f g L R l L R ,1 k
5 q 5 1 3 5 5 1 32 5 5 2 32Q f , f F C f q f . . H R . L R . L R . .1 k
w xThe method of the proof in 2 is similar to ours. The main difference is
 .that in our results Theorem 3 and its Corollary 2 the smoothness
Ä .condition is added on the angular variable u for b r, u rather than on the
Ä .variable t for B r, t ; in fact, the angular form of kernels makes our proofs
 .relatively easy for general dimension N G 3 Lemmas 3]5 .
In previous sections we have shown that due to the specific structure of
the gain operator G our investigation for regularizing properties can be
simply reduced to the estimate of decay rate of a fixed function j ¬
w  < <.xy1 w <  . < 2  < <.xNM j s H K z, j rr z dz. This is of course at least feasibler R
 .  < <.  .for the case of separated variable kernels B z, v s a z b u with weak
 .angular cutoff Theorem 2 and for the general case with smooth angular
 .cutoff Theorem 3 . However, for the first case with a ``strong'' angular
w xcutoff, Bouchut and Desvillettes 2 gave the following important observa-
tion by making full use of Fourier transform of F:
Ä .  .  .  .Suppose first that B z, v ' b u , i.e., a r ' 1. Let the function b t
be defined by
b u .
2yNÄb cos 2u s 2 , u g 0, pr2 . .  .Ny2cos u .
 .Then the gain term G F and its Fourier transform have a similar
structure,
G F ¨ .  .
Ä y1< <  :s b ¨ y ¨# ¨ y ¨#, v .HH
N Ny1R =S
< < < <¨ q ¨# ¨ y ¨# ¨ q ¨# ¨ y ¨#
= F y v , q v dv d¨#, /2 2 2 2
< < < <j y j v j q j vn y1 nÄ < <  :G F j s b j j , v F , dv , .  .  .H  /Ny1 2 2S
n Äwhere F is the Fourier transform of F in both variables. Assume that b
Ä 2 2 Ny3.r2 1 2 Ny2<  . <  .  . <  . <  .satisfy b t 1 y t g L y1, 1 , i.e., b u tan u g
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1 .  . ` N N .L 0, pr2 . Let F be in for instance C R = R . Thenc
2< < < <j y j v j q j v
nF , /2 2
2
` ­ j y rv j q rv
ns y F , drH  /­ r 2 2< <rs j
and so using the Cauchy]Schwarz inequality and elementary properties of
w xFourier transform, it is obtained in 2 that
nNy1 2
2 N N 2 N N< < < < 5 5 5 < < 5j G F j dj F C F ¨ y ¨# F , .  .H L R =R . L R =R .N , b
NR
p r2 <  . < 2 .Ny2  .where C s C H b u tan u du . For the case a r / constant,N , b N 0
 .  < <.  .F ¨ , ¨# will be replaced by a ¨ y ¨# F ¨ , ¨# . This yields the following
w x wresult of Bouchut and Desvillettes 2, Proposition 2.2 which can be stated
 . p N N .xin terms of our notation 2.2 for weighted spaces L R = R , w :
 .  < <.  .THEOREM BD. Assume the kernel B z, v s a z b u satisfies
pr2 Ny222 < <C s b u tan u du - `. 5.1 .  .  .Hb
0
 . <  . <  . <  . < 2  . 2 <  . < 2Let w r s a r , w r s a r , and w r s r a r . Then for all F g0 1 2
1 N N . 2 N N . 2 N N .L R = R , w l L R = R , w l L R = R , w ,0 1 2
1r2




Ny1.r2 N5 5 < < < <G F s j G F j dj . .  .  .ÇH R . H /NR
w xIt should be noted that in the original result 2, Proposition 2.2 there is
1 N N . w  . 1 Nno restriction F g L R = R , w which insures that G F g L R =0
N .  .n . xR so that G F j makes sense . Without this restriction, the left-hand
 . 5  .5 Ny1.r2 Nside of 5.2 should be understood as the limit of G F ofÇH R .n
 . 5any sequence F satisfying the condition in Theorem BD and F yn n
5 2 N N 5 5 2 N N  .F q F y F ª 0 n ª ` .L R =R , w . L R =R , w .n1 2
Now we extend Theorem BD to a general kernel.
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 .  < < .THEOREM 4. Assume B z, v s b z , u satisfy
pr2 Ny22< <b 1, u tan u du - ` .  .H
0
 .  4  .and there exists a function a: 0, ` ª R _ 0 such that for any u g 0, pr2 ,
 .  .the function r ¬ b r, u ra r is absolutely continuous on e¨ery closed subin-
 .ter¨ al of 0, ` and
1r22
` ­ b r , u .pr2 Ny2tan u du dr - `. .H H  /­ r a r .0 0
1 NLet w , w , and w be defined in Theorem BD. Then for all F g L R =0 1 2
N . 2 N N . 2 N N .R , w l L R = R , w l L R = R , w ,0 1 2
5 5 Ny1.r2 NG F . ÇH R .
1r2
2 N N 2 N N5 5 5 5F C C F F , 5.3 .L R =R , w . L R =R , w .N a , b 1 2
5 5 Ny1.r2 NG F . H R .
1r2




b 1, u .pr2 Ny2C s tan u du .Ha , b a 1 .0
1r22
` ­ b r , u .pr2 Ny2q tan u du dr . .H H  /­ r a r .0 0
 .  .  .  .  .Remarks. 1 If b r, u ' a r b u , we go back to Theorem BD. 2 As
w xshown in 2 for Theorem BD, some special cases of Theorem 4 are also
 .  2 .kr2  .given easily. For instance, if in Theorem 4, a r s 1 q r k G 0 and
1  N . 2  N .f , g g L R l L R , thenk 1qk
5 q 5 Ny1.r2 N 5 5 1 N 5 5 1 N 5 5 2 N 5 5 2 NQ f , g F C f g q f g . .  .H R . L R . L R . L R . L R .k k 1qk 1qk
Proof of Theorem 4. Define
b 1, u ­ b s, u .  .
b8 u s , b u s , .  .s  /a 1 ­ s a s .  .
a r s a r sign r y 1 1 , .  .  .s 1 n r F sF1k r
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 4  4where y n y s min y , y and y k y s max y , y . Then the kernel1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 .b r, u is written as a summation of separated variable kernels:
`
b r , u s a r b8 u q a r b u ds, r g 0, ` , u g 0, pr2 . .  .  .  .  .  .  .H s s
ss0
Accordingly, let
< < < <B8 z , v s a z b8 u , B z , v s a z b u .  .  .  .  .  .s s s
 .and let G8, G be the gain operators corresponding to the kernels B8 z, vs
 .and B z, v , respectively. Thens
`
G F ¨ s G8 F ¨ q G F ¨ ds, 5.5 .  .  .  .  .  .  .H s
ss0
`n n nG F j s G8 F j q G F j ds. 5.6 .  .  .  .  .  .  .H s
ss0
 .  .The two identities 5.5 and 5.6 can be easily shown to hold rigorously. In
fact, if we denote by G8, q and Gq the positive operators corresponding tos
<  . < <  . <the kernels B8 z, v and B z, v , respectively, then, by the Cauchy]s
w <  . < <  . <  .xSchwarz inequality note that a r F a r s w r we haves 0
`
, q q< < < <G8 F ¨ d¨ q ds G F ¨ d¨ .  .  .  .H H H s
N NR 0 R
`pr2 Ny2Ny2< < < <F 2 S b8 u sin u du q ds .  .H H 0 0
pr2 Ny2
1 N N< < 5 5= b u sin u du F .  .H L R =B , w .s 0/0
1r2
pr2 Ny2Ny2 1 N N< < 5 5F 2 S C cos u sin u du F - `. .H L R =B , w .a , b 0 /0
5.7 .
 .Now, using the Minkowski inequality to 5.6 we obtain
`




 .  .Furthermore, applying Theorem BD 5.2 and 5.1 we have
5 5 Ny1.r2 NG8 F . ÇH R .
1r2
pr2 Ny22< <F C b8 u tan u du .  .HN
0
1r2
2 N N 2 N N5 5 5 5= F F ,L R =R , w . L R =R , w .1 2
and, for all s ) 0,
5 5 Ny1.r2 NG F . ÇH R .s
1r2
pr2 Ny22< <F C b u tan u du .  .HN s
0
1r2
2 N N 2 N N5 5 5 5= F F .L R =R , w . L R =R , w .1 2
 .  .  .Combining these with 5.8 yields 5.3 . Finally, since by 5.7 ,
n
1 N 1 N N< < 5 5 5 5G F j F G F F C C F , .  .  . L R . L R =R , w .N a , b 0
 .  .5.4 follows from 5.3 .
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